Host Tim says:
The Gryphon having removed all traces of the cloud's influence and continues following the "pirates".

Host Tim says:
Presently 10 minutes from the suspected coordinates given by Councilman Klack.

Host Tim says:
<<<Continue Mission>>>>

Host CO_Spencer says:
::drinks up the last of the soup brought in by her crew for her nasty cold and heads out to the bridge::

CEO_Taylor says:
::in engineering making some last minute tests::

TO_KTral says:
::Monitoring TAC::

CIV_Ian says:
::headed for the bridge, since he has nowhere else better to be at the moment::

CMO_OMallory says:
::in quarters, listening to Irish folk music::

XO_Loren says:
::on bridge,  hands Captain a bowl of hot chicken soup::

Host CO_Spencer says:
FCO: Present location please?

EO_MacLeod says:
::in ME working with CEO::

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: Thanks I have had enough.... ::smiles and sniffs::

SO_Sarvic says:
:: Finishes over final checks of sensors and begins to leave engineering :: 

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: Could you check the uplink's relays please?

CSO_Vortak says:
::on bridge at SCI 1 as usual::

CIV_Ian says:
;;enters bridge and sits down at a station, reconfiguring it as a science station::

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Aye sir!

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: Are we ready? All systems back to normal?

SO_Sarvic says:
CEO: I'm heading towards the bridge. 

XO_Loren says:
::puts soup back into replicator::

CEO_Taylor says:
SO: Ok, thanks for your help.

XO_Loren says:
CSO: Anything unusual?

CMO_OMallory says:
Computer: End music.  ::puts book on shelf::  Self: Better get back to SB...

CSO_Vortak says:
CIV: Hello Dr. McMurdo, how are you liking your new station?

FCO_Kim says:
CO: 10 minutes from Klack’s coordinates sir.

CSO_Vortak says:
::checking long-range sensors::  XO: Nothing at this time, but I will let you know, sir.

EO_MacLeod says:
::moves to check the uplink's relays::

Host CO_Spencer says:
FCO: Thank you Mr. Kim.. steady.. drop out of warp and bring us to the location.

XO_Loren says:
CSO: Thank you.

SO_Sarvic says:
:: Leaves Engineering... Takes quick stop to replicate 2 hot coco’s and goes to TL :: Computer: Bridge. 

CIV_Ian says:
CSO: It is fully functional... so I am fairly pleased with it ::smiles::

CMO_OMallory says:
::puts on his medical lab coat and exits quarters for nearest TL.  Enters::  Sickbay

SO_Sarvic says:
*CEO* Oh... You’re Welcome.... 

Host CO_Spencer says:
CSO: See if you can get anything on sensors.

FCO_Kim says:
:: taps is console::

CSO_Vortak says:
CO: Yes, ma'am, I am checking now.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::turns to tactical:: TO: Are we ready for.. anything ::grins::

TO_KTral says:
CO: There is a ship on sensors.

CSO_Vortak says:
::continues tapping console::

SO_Sarvic says:
:: Arrives at bridge, enters :: 


Y`li_Duffy says:
@::standing in the cargo bay of the Freighter Mao, supervising the offloading of cargo::

FCO_Kim says:
CO: We're at the coordinates sir.

Host CO_Spencer says:
TO: Identify it.

CEO_Taylor says:
::smiles because of SO's reply::

Telrak says:
@::she stands beside Y'li, her fingers carelessly combing her very short hair, absorbed reading a PADD::

OPS_Gazza says:
::keeping an eye on ops::

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: So, how does it look?

CSO_Vortak says:
CO, XO: Sir, ma'am, I am picking up the same ship that Dr. McMurdo described to us.

Host CO_Spencer says:
OPS: Prepare to open a channel.

EO_MacLeod says:
::doing a diagnostics of the uplinks::

SO_Sarvic says:
:: Goes to Science Station 1 :: CSO: I thought you might want one. ::Gives her a mug of coco:: 

CMO_OMallory says:
::TL Stops and exits.  Enters SB down the corridor::

XO_Loren says:
CSO: Acknowledged.

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::walks over to a pair of cargo containers a meter taller than himself:: Telrak: Keep this phaser coils for the V'rash outpost ... and those shield generators for them as well ....

SO_Sarvic says:
:: Goes to SC2 :: 

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Sir, it looks just fine!

OPS_Gazza says:
::preparing a channel:: CO: Aye sir.

CSO_Vortak says:
SO: Thank you, Ensign.  Very thoughtful of you.

CMO_OMallory says:
MO Press: Anything to report?

Host CO_Spencer says:
CSO: Get a scan on that ship.. try and not to appear too.. curious...

CSO_Vortak says:
CO: Captain, It is a Tangier Class vessel.

XO_Loren says:
::goes to computer, calls up data on the reconfigured freighter::

OPS_Gazza says:
CO: Channel ready sir.

SO_Sarvic says:
:: Access sensors :: 

Host CO_Spencer says:
OPS: Patch me in.

TO_KTral says:
CO: Tac standing by.

CSO_Vortak says:
::scans ship discreetly::

Telrak says:
@::nods sternly and makes the necessary notes on the padd:: Duffy: Everything is going as planned... which is good.

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::walks over to some more containers:: Telrak: These can go down to the surface with this group ... get them in the next few transport ....

SO_Sarvic says:
:: Begins passive scans :: 

OPS_Gazza says:
::opening channel::

CMO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: All quiet here sir.  Just checking over inventory.

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM: Tangier Vessel: I am Captain Spencer USS Gryphon, identify yourself please.. ::stands::

OPS_Gazza says:
CO: Channel open sir.

XO_Loren says:
TO: It is a Tangier Class and probably has weapons and some small attack ships.

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Sir, I think I can put it better...

Y`li_Duffy says:
@<Bridge Crewman> *CO*: Duffy, Federation Starship Captain ... they are hailing ....

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: Good! Why don't you take the alpha team to check out the transporter pad in cargo bay 1, the sensors are showing a malfunction. Investigate and report to me for further order's, I'll take care of the link...

Y`li_Duffy says:
@Talrek: Christ ... what now ... you paid off that dockmaster, right? ::heads to a ladder to climb uptop::

CMO_OMallory says:
MO Press: Good.  I will be in my office, catching up on crew reports.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::waits and holds back a sneeze::

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Aye, sir.  On my way.

Host CO_Spencer says:
CSO: Anything interesting?

CMO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: Aye sir.

Telrak says:
@::looks up in dismay:: Duffy: I hope that's not what I think it is?

XO_Loren says:
::hands kleenex to CO::

CIV_Ian says:
::scanning, scanning... hmm nothing too terribly scary showing up on the passive sensors::

EO_MacLeod says:
Alpha Team: Let's go, gentlemen. ::heads to TL::

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: Thanks.. ::takes it wipes and sticks it in her pocket::

CSO_Vortak says:
CO: Discreet scanning shows the same as reported by LtCmdr Loren, it is a reconfigured freighter that is approximately 100 years old.

CEO_Taylor says:
:: Looks at the relay::

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::moves up the rungs of the ladder till he is at the next deck and heads forward:: Telrak: Couldn't be ... already ....?

Host Tim says:
ACTION: Sensors on Tangier class sound warning

SO_Sarvic says:
CSO: I believe I’ve located the primary power systems. 

CSO_Vortak says:
CO:  It has weapons and has some small attack ships.

CMO_OMallory says:
::sits and sees he has backed logged on these reports too long::

Host CO_Spencer says:
:;nods at CSO::  OPS repeat our hail.

OPS_Gazza says:
CO: Aye sir.

OPS_Gazza says:
::repeats hail::

TO_KTral says:
XO: Recommend going to red alert.

SO_Sarvic says:
:: continues scans :: 

Host CO_Spencer says:
::turns to TO: TO: Reason?

XO_Loren says:
CO: TO recommends Red Alert.

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::bursts onto the bridge and nods to the crewman in his chair spinning it quickly towards the console:: Telrak: Registry?

Telrak says:
@::yells to the crew to hurry with their tasks, leaves her PADD with one of them and follows Duffy, her brow furrowed::

EO_MacLeod says:
::arrives on cargo bay 1::

CSO_Vortak says:
SO: Good.  ::looks over at console::  Transfer information to the tactical station.

CIV_Ian says:
XO: Request permission to go to active scan... they probably know we are here if they have any useful sensors... or a comm system.

Host CO_Spencer says:
CIV: Agreed.

SO_Sarvic says:
:: transfers information :: 

XO_Loren says:
CIV: GO.

TO_KTral says:
Co: Sensors on enemy ship sounding warning.

Telrak says:
@::arrives panting to the bridge and takes a console:: Duffy: USS Gryphon, NCC-42101... Federation vessel, Excelsior class.

Host CO_Spencer says:
TO: Raise shields… go to yellow alert.

CIV_Ian says:
XO/CO: Shifting to active scan... scanning for weapon systems.

EO_MacLeod says:
Alpha Team: I want a full diagnostic of the transporter pad.

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::reads the original hail over as he gets his report from XO:: Telrak: Okay ... let's open channel.  Nice, nice cargo runners, nothing more.

XO_Loren says:
CIV: Acknowledged.

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM: Tan: I repeat Identify yourself.

Telrak says:
@Duffy: They are raising shields, and we should follow suite ::doesn't like them at all:: Channel is open.

EO_MacLeod says:
::notes yellow alert::

TO_KTral says:
::Yellow Alert:: Co: We are in yellow alert.

Telrak says:
@::looks dour to the viewscreen::

Y`li_Duffy says:
@Telrak: Do it .....

Host CO_Spencer says:
::nods at TO::

SO_Sarvic says:
CSO: Also look at this shield generator configuration, :: shows configuration :: tachyon burst would easily make them do a force reset on their harmonics. 

EO_MacLeod says:
::takes tricorder and initiates a scan of the transporter pad::

CEO_Taylor says:
::orders the remaining team to take the yellow alert formation::

CMO_OMallory says:
::hears yellow alert and come into the main area of SB::  Press: Alert med teams to go onto standby alert.

Y`li_Duffy says:
@COM: Gryphon: G'day Gryphon ... this is Y`li Duffy, Master of this vessel.  Forgive me for not responding sooner but I was addressing some cargo concerns below decks.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::walks closer to the viewing screen::

CMO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: Aye sir...

Telrak says:
@::raises the shields and orders yellow alert::

CIV_Ian says:
XO/CO: Detecting small ships shuttling down to the planet from the freighter.

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM: G'day: I accept your reason. What brings you into this part of the sector?

EO_MacLeod says:
*CEO* Sir, we got a yellow alert!  Do you know what is the problem?

CMO_OMallory says:
::begins getting preps ready in SB::

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::chuckles softly:: COM: Gryphon ... no, Captain .... G'day is a greeting .... Duffy is my name.

CTO_Ultsim says:
::comes from sickbay, after having a slight stomach ache::

EO_MacLeod says:
::continues scanning::

CMO_OMallory says:
<Press> COM: All med teams go to standby alert.

Host CO_Spencer says:
DUFFY: Oh I see.. ::flinches:: Duffy: And the name of your vessel?

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: Let the captain deal with it, do your job and when I'll need your help concerning the yellow alert situation, you'll hear from me... Taylor out...

TO_KTral says:
::Turns command over to TCO::

Y`li_Duffy says:
@Com: Gryphon: ... and my vessel is the Tangier Class Freighter Mao .... Captain ... I am rather busy.

CTO_Ultsim says:
TO:  Thank you.

Telrak says:
@::doesn't find anything funny at all, and looks at the Captain of the Gryphon, who looks like she would prefer to be in Risa::

CMO_OMallory says:
::sees Ultsim walk in::  CTO: What's wrong?

Telrak says:
@::whispers:: Duffy: We should find out why they raised their shields.

CIV_Ian says:
XO/CO: Scanning for the material from Nabor....  both on the ship and in the location the shuttles are going to on the planet.

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::waves her off:: Telrak: All in good time ... all in good time ....

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM Duffy: I will let you get back to work.. we are investigating a rash of attacks in this sector.. may we have more information on your ship?

Telrak says:
@::shrugs... Duffy always goes at things as if they were a game, she should know by now::


CEO_Taylor says:
::checks out battle related systems because he has a bad feeling about the situation::

CMO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: All teams reported in and are in standby alert.

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::raises his eyebrows:: COM: Gryphon: A rash of attacks, eh ... that must explain why you have armed weapons against a nearly defenseless freighter.  If I did not know better, I would think you were afraid of my ship ... but then maybe you should be. ::grins mischievously::

CMO_OMallory says:
MO Press: Thank you Ensign.  Please help me with getting things ready here.

SO_Sarvic says:
:: Continues scans :: 

OPS_Gazza says:
::continues to monitor ops::

EO_MacLeod says:
::see a problem:: Alpha Team: Okay, let's dismantle this pad.  Now.

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM: MAO: Fear is relative, your lack of response made us jump the gun, I do apologize.  ::turns and raises an eyebrow at the XO::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::checks tactical systems::

CIV_Ian says:
XO/CO: This vessel matches the scan profiles I got from the Nabornese sensor net.. attempting to confirm by seeing if they have the stolen material.

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* Report ensign...

Telrak says:
@::wonders if the night will find Duffy and Spencer having dinner together and rolls her eyes at the thought::

XO_Loren says:
CIV: Acknowledged.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::nods at CIV::  CTO ::under her breath:: Keep shields up and stand down yellow alert.

Y`li_Duffy says:
@COM: Gryphon: Indeed ... as for my vessel Captain, I am sure your 'pretty' ship there has a vast computer library with which you could pull up all the information I could ever dream up on the Tangier.  If there is nothing more ... Mao, out. ::waves at Telrak to close channel::

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::stands:: Telrak: Well, now that that is done ... we can get back to work.

CSO_Vortak says:
::continues scanning the other vessel for anything useful::

Telrak says:
@::closes the comm::

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO:  Aye ma'am.  ::stands down alert, but gets nervous at the Captain's tone of voice::

SO_Sarvic says:
CIV: Radiation scans might provide a stealthy way of checking... 

EO_MacLeod says:
*CEO* Sir, I think I found the malfunction.  It seems that we have a bad conduit working here.  We'll replace it.

CIV_Ian says:
XO/CO: I am detecting material that is found only on Nabor on both the ship and at the planetary location... genetic readings on biological material with Nabornese DNS....

Host CO_Spencer says:
::sees the screen go dead.. and turns fast::  CSO: Any thing on that ship that would leave us to believe they have any stolen property from Nabor.

Telrak says:
@::back to work? uh-huh:: Duffy: For sure. We have a lot to do.

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* Good work ensign, report to me when you are done...

EO_MacLeod says:
*CEO* Aye sir!

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::consults a navigational console:: Telrak: Continue offloading supplies ... and give me an ETA for when we can leave for the V'rash outpost.

EO_MacLeod says:
::gets back to job::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::hears the CIV::

CMO_OMallory says:
::notices alert stand down:: Self: aye... ::hits comm badge:: *MED* All teams resume regular duty.  We are on alert stand down.

CIV_Ian says:
SO: I am not too concerned about stealth at the moment...   though your suggestion might be worth pursuing in a different situation.  ::smiles::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: Scan the convoy that is taking the items to the planet.

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::smiles at a small tactical console ... that someone had to add for it to be present on this class ... that shows Gryphon's shields going up ... down ... up ... down .... ::

SO_Sarvic says:
:: smiles back :: 

CTO_Ultsim says:
::scans:: CO:  Anything in particular?

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: Everything Mr.

EO_MacLeod says:
Alpha team: Okay, remove conduit 12.  That's the burned one.

SO_Sarvic says:
CSO: Is there anything you would specifically have me to do right now? 

CMO_OMallory says:
MO Press: I am going up to the Bridge to see what is going on.  Keep an eye on things here.

CSO_Vortak says:
::scans for stolen goods on the Tangier ship::

CMO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: Aye sir...

EO_MacLeod says:
::orders to one member of the Alpha team to get another conduit on ME::

Host CO_Spencer says:
OPS: Reopen a channel.

Telrak says:
@::nods again:: Duffy: I'm checking the scheduled runs to the outpost...

Host CO_Spencer says:
::sighs::

OPS_Gazza says:
CO: Aye sir.

CMO_OMallory says:
::grabs med kit, just in case, and exits SB for TL:: Bridge.

OPS_Gazza says:
::opens a channel::

CEO_Taylor says:
*CO/XO* EO and the alpha team have found a problem in the Transporter pad in cargo bay 1 and are repairing it right now. Besides that, systems are fit for any events.

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::nods and sits across his seat with a smile::

SO_Sarvic says:
:: Scans for "weaknesses" in case an "incident" does arise :: 

CSO_Vortak says:
SO: I have confidence in your ability to do what is necessary.

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM Mao: Gentleman I would appreciate seeing your permits to do trading in this area and the cargo you have aboard your ship.. manifested please.

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::slightly irritated at being interrupted again:: COM: Gryphon: Captain, I am really not looking for a mate, if that is why you keep bothering me ..... on the other hand ... ::eyes her up and down:: ... maybe dinner?

Telrak says:
@Duffy: The phaser coils and shield generators are next to leave... they will be able to scan that, right? ::noticing that the Gryphon is not leaving the area yet::

CMO_OMallory says:
::exits TL onto Bridge and stands back to figure out what is going on::

EO_MacLeod says:
::watches the member with the new conduit::

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM Mao: Maybe not.  ::eyes him up and down:: Just your permits please.

Telrak says:
@::dinner! She had known that all the time!!! Duffy would try and get a date with the Captain!!::

CTO_Ultsim says:
CO: Captain, when you get a moment...

SO_Sarvic says:
Self: Shame we can't spray some of that cloud on them.... 

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::waves Telrak off and smiles broadly at the feisty woman at the other end::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::nods at CTO:: XO: See what he needs please.

XO_Loren says:
CTO: Something I can do for you, Ensign?

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::chuckles under his breath:: COM: Gryphon: Permits, we no need no stinking permits ....

TO_KTral says:
CTO: Can we scan the stolen goods on there ship?

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM: Mao: I have seen that movie.. you are not holding the treasure of the Sierra Madre are you? No.... Permits please.

CTO_Ultsim says:
::lowers his voice:: XO: They have more weapons than they should, sir.  I didn’t want to say that in front of them in case it aroused suspicion::

Telrak says:
@::raises eyebrows and prays to the gods... Duffy is not finding a solution, but looking for trouble::

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::so that Spencer can hear:: Telrak: Please download our Cargo Manifest of plants and fruit to the good Captain immediately .... COM: Gryphon: If there will be nothing else Captain ..... you sure about that dinner?

SO_Sarvic says:
:: Throws off the thought, takes a sip of coco and continues work :: 

EO_MacLeod says:
::takes the conduit off and walks to the padd::

XO_Loren says:
::nods to CTO::


CTO_Ultsim says:
::holds finger up to TO:: TO:  Just a second.

Y`li_Duffy says:
@Com: Gryphon: ... or perhaps a movie?

Telrak says:
@::rolls her eyes and pulls the cited Cargo Manifest in her console, then punches a button so the Gryphon gets it:: Duffy: Done, sir.

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM: MAO: Since we have the capability to scan your vessel I would advise letting us in on all your cargo. ::stands taller and ignores his leers::

SO_Sarvic says:
CSO: Maybe it would be a good idea to get an idea of what they are thinking.... 

EO_MacLeod says:
Alpha team: Give me some space, I will put it in myself.

CMO_OMallory says:
::thinks SB may be a better place for him, but waits a bit::

CTO_Ultsim says:
XO:  And they've got quite the variety, too.

CSO_Vortak says:
So: Not a bad idea... ask the XO for permission first.

CEO_Taylor says:
EO Kint: Could you please give me a report on the sensor array?

EO_MacLeod says:
::puts the new conduit on the padd::

CEO_Taylor says:
<Kint>CEO: Aye.

XO_Loren says:
CTO: Please be prepared with our defenses for the info you are finding out.

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::smiles across the space at her:: COM: Gryphon: Captain, why don't you stop trying to act like 'one of the boys' and relax.  I am betting what is under that uniform is worth it ...

SO_Sarvic says:
:: quietly :: XO: Permission to "Get an idea of what they are thinking"? 

CSO_Vortak says:
::continues to analyze the data as received from scans::

Telrak says:
@::wonders if the Captain would like her back stretched by professionals... is she uncomfortable with her height?::

TO_KTral says:
CTO: What about taking out their engines with a small phaser blast?

XO_Loren says:
~~~~SO: Carefully, so you can't be noticed. ~~~~

EO_MacLeod says:
Alpha team: Okay, and now...

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM: MAO: I am authorized to take your vessel in tow.. I was hoping we could do this in a none battle situation.. ::turns:: ALL: Red Alert.

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::again so Spencer can hear:: Telrak: As this nuisance is not worth our time ... continue offloading the supplies per our schedule.

SO_Sarvic says:
~~~ XO: Understood ~~~ 

CIV_Ian says:
XO/CO: detecting weapons on the freighter...    some obsolescent phaser arrays and what appears to be a small torpedo launcher....   weapons are not currently energized.

EO_MacLeod says:
::turns transporter padd online::

CTO_Ultsim says:
TO:  They haven't done anything to provoke that...

XO_Loren says:
::informs ship of Red Alert::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::whispers:: TO: Yet.

EO__MacLeod says:
::smiles, satisfied with the well done job::

SO_Sarvic says:
~~~  :: Passively senses the thoughts of freighter crew :: ~~~ 

SO_Sarvic says:
:: Scans :: 

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::frowns across space at the Captain of the Gryphon:: COM: Gryphon: You disappoint me, Captain.  Perhaps not enough time walking upright .... hmmm ... I think Darwin would have something to say about you.  But ... as it stands ... why don't you just ask me what you want to know so I can get on with my business.

CSO_Vortak says:
~~~::listens in to SO::~~~~

Host CO_Spencer says:
::hears Klaxons:: COM: MAO: I have had enough of you.. stand down your vessel and prepare to be towed.

Telrak says:
@::gets a report, the last containers are ready for transport to the V'rash outpost::

CEO_Taylor says:
::Gets his team in red alert formation:: *EO* I need you in ME, leave team alpha to finish the job...

CMO_OMallory says:
::hears alert go off and hits comm badge:: *MED* All teams to there stations.

EO_MacLeod says:
*CEO* Sir... ::notes red alert::

CMO_OMallory says:
::exits Bridge quickly back for SB::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::whispers:: XO: Get a boarding party prepared.. in case.

TO_KTral says:
CO: Should I prepare a boarding party?

OPS_Gazza says:
::continues to monitor ops::

EO_MacLeod says:
*CEO* I'm on my way sir.  The job is done, transporter padd online and full functional.

Telrak says:
@::whispers:: Duffy: Red alert protocols have been initiated by the Gryphon.

SO_Sarvic says:
CSO: A nearby planet shows a small population and marginal health. 

CSO_Vortak says:
::checks data on the planet in SF records::

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::glowers across space at her:: COM: Gryphon: You have no manners at all, my dear Captain.  You really should let your men deal with things like this.  Had you just asked ... maybe ... but now forget about it.  Oh, and by the way ... Dinner ... you can forget about it. ::waves at Telrak to close the channel::

EO_MacLeod says:
Alpha team: Come on, let's go to ME. ::moves to TL::

CMO_OMallory says:
::gets off TL and heads quickly for SB.  Enters and sees Press already in action::

Telrak says:
@Duffy: Channel closed.

EO_MacLeod says:
::enters TL:: ME.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::rolls her eyes at his gall:: XO: Prepare a boarding party.

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::glowers darkly about the bridge:: Telrak: What a prude ....

Host CO_Spencer says:
FCO: Get a tractor beam on that ship.

EO_MacLeod says:
Alpha team: Good job, team.

CMO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: All teams are at their stations.  SB is almost ready.

FCO_Kim says:
CO: Aye sir.

SO_Sarvic says:
~~~ CSO: They seem to be highly irritated ~~~ 

Y`li_Duffy says:
@Telrak; Shields up ... if they try to tow us target their tractor beam.

XO_Loren says:
CO: Aye, Captain.

Telrak says:
@::allows herself to grin:: Duffy: Her loss... ::probably what he wants to hear::


Host Tim says:
ACTION: All the pirates’ shuttles stay on the planet

FCO_Kim says:
:: powers up the tractor beam::

TO_KTral says:
XO: Who is going to be on the boarding party?

Host CO_Spencer says:
OPS: Notify Starfleet that we have the offending vessel.

CSO_Vortak says:
SO: Indeed.  Any idea why?

XO_Loren says:
CO: Recommendations for Boarding party?

FCO_Kim says:
CO: Sir they just raised shields.

OPS_Gazza says:
CO: Aye sir.

Telrak says:
@Duffy: Shields have been up for a while now... ready to fire.

EO_MacLeod says:
::enters ME::

CSO_Vortak says:
CO: Captain, the ships’ shuttles are still planet side.

OPS_Gazza says:
::sends message to Starfleet::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looks at Loren:: XO: Your call Commander just get to it.. ::moves to CSO station::

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::growls deeply:: Telrak: I guess we should try to evade this b***** .... plot a course for the asteroid field ....

Host CO_Spencer says:
FCO: AS they would..

XO_Loren says:
CTO: Please assemble a boarding party of your best TAC officers.

CTO_Ultsim says:
XO:  Aye.  Weapons?

CSO_Vortak says:
::shows Captain the readings:: CO: It is possible they may have already transferred the stolen goods.

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Sir, the transporter padd is online.

XO_Loren says:
CTO: Standard for boarding parties.

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::frowns and thumps the arms of his chair:: Self: This is so annoying ....

Host CO_Spencer says:
CSO: To the planet?

Telrak says:
@Duffy: I agree we are outgunned by them. ::moves to the flight console, she prefers to fly the ship herself::

CMO_OMallory says:
::hits comm badge:: *Bridge* Sickbay to Bridge.  All teams ready and in place.

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: I want you to coordinate the E-team's efforts to making the ship a clean and efficient ship, and good job on the transporter padd. ::smiles::

FCO_Kim says:
CO: I can't tractor them sir.

CSO_Vortak says:
CO: To the shuttles at least.

SO_Sarvic says:
CSO: They are preparing to leave. 

Telrak says:
@Duffy: All right... I have a course, what are we going to do about our shuttles in the planet?

Y`li_Duffy says:
@*Shipwide* All hands, prepare to be boarded .... shoot any boarders on sight, weapons to kill.

CTO_Ultsim says:
::turns to TO::  TO:  take over here

Host CO_Spencer says:
::hears SO:: FCO: Prepare to follow suite

XO_Loren says:
CSO: You, too.

TO_KTral says:
::Takes over station::

Y`li_Duffy says:
\@::sighs and crosses his arms:: Telrak: I guess they will have to fend for themselves for awhile .... engage.

FCO_Kim says:
CO: Aye sir.

CSO_Vortak says:
XO: Yes, sir.  SO: You have science.

FCO_Kim says:
:: taps his console ::

SO_Sarvic says:
CSO: Yes, ma'am. 

Telrak says:
@::nods, not too convinced, but better get away while they can, and leaves orbit for the asteroid field::

CSO_Vortak says:
::follows XO::

SO_Sarvic says:
:: Takes over science :: 

Host CO_Spencer says:
CTO: Weapons on ready.. I have had enough of bullies for a lifetime.. ::is flushed.. has a fever::

CEO_Taylor says:
*XO* The transporter problem has been resolved...

EO_MacLeod says:
::smiles with CEO:: CEO: Aye, sir.  I'll select a team to check the weapons and shields systems right now.

XO_Loren says:
CMO: Please watch over the Captain, Dr. 

CTO_Ultsim says:
::signals for a few tactical officers to meet him in the transporter room::

CIV_Ian says:
XO/CO: Calling up the data on tangier class freighters... attempting to locate override codes.

TO_KTral says:
CO: Ship has left orbit.

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::grumbles under his breath about stupid women who think they can command men ... at least his XO knows her place ... beneath him::

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: Agreed.

CSO_Vortak says:
::Grabs tricorder and a phaser and heads toward the shuttle bay::


SO_Sarvic says:
:: scans course of ship :: 

CTO_Ultsim says:
::leaves bridge::

CMO_OMallory says:
::finishes preps in SB and waits, having MED teams checking in every 7 minutes::

XO_Loren says:
Boarding Party: Let's go the shuttle bay.

FCO_Kim says:
:: taps his console and they begin to follow::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CIV: Good call Dr.  FCO: Get on it Mr.. follow that ship.

XO_Loren says:
::moves to shuttle bay::

Y`li_Duffy says:
@Telrak: Is the asteroid field going to be dense enough to block their sensors?

TO_KTral says:
::Monitoring ship with scanners::

CSO_Vortak says:
::arrives in shuttle bay with XO Loren::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CSO: Can you get an idea of where they are going to be heading?

SO_Sarvic says:
CO: I see a near by asteroid field on sensor, I believe they would head there. 

Telrak says:
@::would have loved to see Spencer get the best of Duffy, but they have a cause... which is why she puts up with Duffy in the first place::

FCO_Kim says:
CO: Following sir.

CTO_Ultsim says:
::arrives in TR::

CIV_Ian says:
XO/CO: I have some override codes....   attempting to transmit to the ship , they are old so they might have been changed.  ::crosses fingers::

CEO_Taylor says:
<EO Kint>: CEO: All sensors are working fine sir...

Telrak says:
@Duffy: The asteroid field will help to block their sensors, but not completely.

Host CO_Spencer says:
SO: Thank you Savic.. FCO: Plot a course through it..

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::nods and frowns:: Telrak: Well, lets get ready to power things down a might then .... ETA?
EO_MacLeod says:
Ens_Jones: You, take Ensign Tanna and set the weapons systems working better than satisfactory.

CEO_Taylor says:
EO Kint: Thank you, proceed with the red alert duties...

Host CO_Spencer says:
CIV: You get a raise if you can get those codes to work.

CIV_Ian says:
::transmits codes and inputs a shield override and engine shutdown order::

SO_Sarvic says:
:: Takes readings of asteroid field :: 

EO_MacLeod says:
<Ens_Jones>EO: At once, sir.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: McMurdo is successful

CIV_Ian says:
CO: A raise?  How nice...  you mean I might actually be able to collect a salary now?

CTO_Ultsim says:
Tac officers: On second thought, let's go to the shuttle bay.

Telrak says:
@Duffy: 20 minutes at full impulse...... ::notices something she doesn't like::

SO_Sarvic says:
CO: Their shields are down. 

Host CO_Spencer says:
XO: Loren, hold down the boarding party.. all shields are up.. looks like it will be a fight first.

CTO_Ultsim says:
::rushes to shuttle bay to join the others::

XO_Loren says:
::Boarding party assembles in shuttle bay:: *CO* Ready, Captain.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::grins at CIV::

Telrak says:
@Duffy: Our shields are down, and engines have shut down!

TO_KTral says:
SO: Is the pirates ship engine overheating?

CIV_Ian says:
XO/CO: Target ship shields are down, engines are off-line....  attempting to shutdown main power.

CSO_Vortak says:
::looks at XO after hearing comm::  What now, sir?


Y`li_Duffy says:
@::hears the shields go down:: Self: Ohhh shhhiiii**** ..... ::picks up a weapon from his sideboard and tosses another to Telrak::

Telrak says:
@*MaoCEO* Whatever you did, fix it!

SO_Sarvic says:
TO: No they've been shutdown as well. 

EO_MacLeod says:
Ens_Flinn: You, come with me.  Let's check the shields systems. ::moves to shields control systems::

CTO_Ultsim says:
XO: My team is set.

Telrak says:
@::grabs the weapon from Duffy, they all know they will be boarded::

XO_Loren says:
CSO: We await the CO's further orders.

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::stands from his chair and looks around the bridge waiting::

Host CO_Spencer says:
*XO* How many team members do you have ready?

Telrak says:
@::comms the cargo bays to protect their containers at all costs::

TO_KTral says:
CO: Should we hold them with a tractor beam?

XO_Loren says:
*CO* All are ready, Ma'am.

SO_Sarvic says:
:: continues scans :: 

CEO_Taylor says:
::checks on the TR systems to give a ultimate efficiency for the AT's departure::

Y`li_Duffy says:
@Telrak: Prepare to jettison the entire cargo bay if we need to ....

Host CO_Spencer says:
::turns to TO her ears ringing:: TO: If their shields are down YES!

CIV_Ian says:
:;wonders if this class ship has intruder countermeasures... checks the Tangier class data entry::

Host CO_Spencer says:
*XO* HOW many Loren?

TO_KTral says:
::Engages tractor beam on pirate ship::


XO_Loren says:
*CO* Five TAC officers, CSO, and myself.

EO_MacLeod says:
::stops in front of the shields control, initiates a diagnostic to amplify the power of the shields::

CIV_Ian says:
:;locks in current computer codes so the pirates cannot break the override::

Telrak says:
@Duffy: Will do... ::gives the men there the order, just in case they have no other choice::

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::stands at the easy:: Telrak: Maybe they changed their minds ....

Host CO_Spencer says:
*XO* Commander, forgive me.. but we need a full boarding party.. I am not sending you on a picnic... get our security teams ready.

TO_KTral says:
CO: Pirates are being held in our tractor beam.

OPS_Gazza says:
::monitors ops::

XO_Loren says:
*CO* Yes, Captain.  CTO: Please add additional TA personal.

Telrak says:
@Duffy: They probably know already that we're armed... they have engaged a tractor beam on us. ::mutters:: cowards...

SO_Sarvic says:
:: scans location of people on freighter :: 

CIV_Ian says:
::hmmm, no countermeasures installed...  unless they are part of the modifications... let's take a look at the main computer core command menu...  ::

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Sir, I’m initiating a diagnostic of the shield system.  I think I can amplify the power of the shields without interfering with other sectors on the engineering.

Y`li_Duffy says:
@Telrak: Well that's awfully lazy .... jettison the cargo.  That outta get their attention.  When their tractor beam falters fire on it ... should break us free.

XO_Loren says:
*CO* Mr. Ultsim assures me that that number will suffice, but he is adding more as you ordered, Captain.

CTO_Ultsim says:
::hears the captain's order, orders more tactical officers to SB::

Y`li_Duffy says:
@Telrak:: ooops ... forgot our engines were down.

Host CO_Spencer says:
*CSO* How many crew members are aboard that vessel?


SO_Sarvic says:
:: pulls up data civ is look for:: CIV: Here is tactical data on them from last readings.. 

CMO_OMallory says:
::all quiet, in terms of injured::  Self: So far, so good...

Telrak says:
@::smiles stupidly at Duffy:: Duffy: Now you see...

XO_Loren says:
*CEO* Can you spare an engineering officer?

Host CO_Spencer says:
TO: Start beaming their crew into our brig.

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: Proceed ensign but let's not change too many things at once, go easy on the shield matrix...

Telrak says:
@Duffy: Do you think we should try the comm? ::sarc:: Maybe you can talk us out of this.

CTO_Ultsim says:
::full team arrives::

CSO_Vortak says:
::Runs to a console and checks number of crew on the Mao:: *CO* Checking sir.

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::shrugs: Telrak: Open a channel ..... ::undoes his pants::

CTO_Ultsim says:
XO:  NOW we're ready.

Host CO_Spencer says:
*XO* Start ascending to the MAO.

XO_Loren says:
:: additional TA C officers report::

XO_Loren says:
*CO* Aye, Captain.

CIV_Ian says:
SO: Thank you, SO...  ::hmmm, nothing useful here...    looks like the yellow shirts will have to do it the hard way::

CEO_Taylor says:
*XO* Things are slow down here, do you want me and EO Kint to come?

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Don't worry, sir.  I'll not change anything, just increase.

XO_Loren says:
*CEO* One of you.

Telrak says:
@::opens the comm and hails the Gryphon:: Duffy: Your turn now...

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::bends over as the visual comes on and drops his drawers showing Spencer the back of his front:: COM: Gryphon: Come and get me, Captain.

XO_Loren says:
*CEO* Quickly.

TO_KTral says:
::Beaming enemy crew into brig:: CO: Sending extra security to brig.

CEO_Taylor says:
*XO* On my way...  EO: You have ME, take care of it...

SO_Sarvic says:
CIV: Shame we can’t beam in an air based sedative, huh? 

CEO_Taylor says:
::Arrives at TR site::

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::pulls his pants back up quickly:: Telrak: That outta get her attention ... ::grabs up his disruptor::

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Aye Sir.  Good luck.

CEO_Taylor says:
XO: Here I am...

Host CO_Spencer says:
::blinks:: COM: MAO: I have seen better <censored> on a monkey.. TO: Beam him to the brig.

XO_Loren says:
::XO, CSO, CEO, CTO, and 20 TA,C personnel leave on shuttle::

Y`li_Duffy says:
@::dematerializes from the Mao .....::

TO_KTral says:
::Locked on to him beaming into brig:

CEO_Taylor says:
@::checks out his tricorder and his tool kit::

Telrak says:
@Duffy: You'll never... ::closes her eyes for a moment and then decides she'd better adjust the setting of her rifle instead of arguing with Duffy::

SO_Sarvic says:
*XO* I've got internal readings of the Mao, if you link your tricorder you'll have access to the data. 

XO_Loren says:
*SO* Acknowledged.  :: does so::

Y`li_Duffy says:
::..... and rematerializes in the Gryphon Brig .... looks down at the disruptor in his hands::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: No stolen goods found on Mao.


XO_Loren says:
CSO Care to pilot the shuttle?

Host CO_Spencer says:
*XO* Take the bridge crew first.   We have begun beaming to our ship.

Telrak says:
@::sees Duffy being dematerialized and swears:: *Shipwide* Get a transport inhibitor working guys... we're in for big big trouble!

CTO_Ultsim says:
::sets phaser rifle to heavy stun, and orders team to do so as well::

XO_Loren says:
*CO* Aye, Captain.

CSO_Vortak says:
@XO: Thank you, sir.  ::sits down and pilots the craft to the Mao::

Y`li_Duffy says:
::looks around the brig and raises an eyebrow:: Self: Well isn't this an interesting predicament. 

XO_Loren says:
CTO: Be prepared to take the bridge crew first.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::makes a fast communication to the BRIG to hold the offenders::

Telrak says:
@::moves to a panel, detaches it and starts crawling through a Jeffrey’s tube::

TO_KTral says:
::Security be on alert::

Y`li_Duffy says:
::sets his disruptor to full and fires on the forcefield::

SO_Sarvic says:
:: continues scans :: 

EO_MacLeod says:
Ens_Finn: Proceed, Ensign, I'll check the job on weapons systems.

CTO_Ultsim says:
::nods::

Y`li_Duffy says:
::watches the brig forcefield drop and jumps out firing on the Security Officers as they scramble for their weapons::

TO_KTral says:
CO: Weapon fire in the brig.

EO_MacLeod says:
<Ens_Finn> EO: Aye, sir! ::proceeds::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::wipes her hand across her forehead she is dripping wet::

Host CO_Spencer says:
TO: Say again?

Telrak says:
@::crawls until she finds more of her crew in engineering, the CEO already having a transport inhibitor ready to test... even in their current conditions with the engines off-line::

SO_Sarvic says:
:: begins to hum "The Battle Hymn of the Republic" :: 

EO_MacLeod says:
::walks to Ens Jones:: Ens Jones: Report.

CEO_Taylor says:
XO: What are my orders?

TO_KTral says:
CO: Weapon fire in the brig.

CSO_Vortak says:
XO: We are arriving imminently, sir.

Y`li_Duffy says:
::looks around and smiles at the two incapacitated Security Officers ... tosses his disruptor into one of the cells and swivels a chair around to sit in it propping up his feet and waiting::

Telrak says:
@MCEO: Start it... and then turn your attention to retrieving control of our shields, weapons and engines.

XO_Loren says:
CSO: Thank you.  BP: Please prepare yourselves.

Host CO_Spencer says:
:;notifies the Brig to tell their occupants to knock it off or they will be forced to fire back on them::

CSO_Vortak says:
::steers the shuttlebay for docking at the Mao::

CTO_Ultsim says:
::checks phaser once more::

CMO_OMallory says:
::listens as MED teams report in "all quiet"::

CSO_Vortak says:
::docks::

TO_KTral says:
CO: Permission to head for the brig with a security team.

CSO_Vortak says:
@XO: We are ready, sir.

Host CO_Spencer says:
TO: By all means..

Y`li_Duffy says:
::hits the brig intercom:: *CO* I’m sorry Captain ... but your security officers can't come to the com right now ... if you would like to leave them a message .....


XO_Loren says:
@CSO: Thank you.  ::Leads team from shuttle::

TO_KTral says:
::Heads for turbo lift::

CSO_Vortak says:
@::follows Loren::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::follows::

EO_MacLeod says:
<Ens_Jones>: EO: Sir, for now, there was not many things to do here.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::yelps::

XO_Loren says:
@CTO: Secure the bridge first.

Telrak says:
@<MCEO> ::starts the transport inhibitor and waits for results::

SO_Sarvic says:
:: sips coco :: Self: Getting cold.... 

CEO_Taylor says:
@::Checks out for a control panel on which he could cause the Mao trouble::

CSO_Vortak says:
@::has phaser at the ready::

Host CO_Spencer says:
:;goes to the weapons locker and gets a phaser rifle::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@TO:  Right.  Tac officers: Lets go.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: inhibitor works

Telrak says:
@<MCEO> Telrak: It is working... they cannot beam anyone more in, nor out of the Mao.

Y`li_Duffy says:
::puts his hands behind his head and stretches out in the chair ... rather comfy::

XO_Loren says:
@::follows CTO::

Telrak says:
@MCEO: Good! Now get us our ship back.

CEO_Taylor says:
@::Finds one:: XO: I'll attempt to make their ship a little less comfortable now...

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::enters lift to the bridge::


Host CO_Spencer says:
FCO: You have the bridge. ::was not a chief tactical officer for nothing::

OPS_Gazza says:
::monitors OPS and looks at CO::

XO_Loren says:
@CEO: Good.

SO_Sarvic says:
:: Detects an transport inhibitor, begins working on way to disable it :: 

FCO_Kim says:
CO: Aye sir.

Telrak says:
@::All of them ready to secure the Mao's ME::

CEO_Taylor says:
@::begins tapping on the control panel to get access to the ship's systems (Including the inhibitor...)::

Y`li_Duffy says:
::sits back wondering how long it takes a security team to respond on this ship::

TO_KTral says:
::Enter hallway towards brig with four other security officers all with hand phasers drawn::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::steps into the TL and out of the TL onto the Brig deck::

CSO_Vortak says:
@XO: Maybe we should split up, we have enough personnel.

Host CO_Spencer says:
TO: You go that way ::points::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::bursts onto the bridge, takes defensive stance::

XO_Loren says:
@CSO: ORders are to secure the bridge first.

CIV_Ian says:
Computer: Security override sigma three... secure exits from brig with class 10 containment... flood brig with anesthezine gas.. report results::

CSO_Vortak says:
@XO: Yes sir.

Telrak says:
@::gets the last report from another crew... the Feds have secured the bridge already... she sighs::

TO_KTral says:
::Raises force field to block off access to TL::

CSO_Vortak says:
@::follows team toward the bridge::


TO_KTral says:
::Doing a room by room search::

XO_Loren says:
@CEO: Do you want any TAC officers to stay behind with you.?

CEO_Taylor says:
@::overrides systems' barriers and begins to make trouble aboard the Mao::

Y`li_Duffy says:
::hears the gas coming in and starts coughing ... frowns and goes to get up ... falls to the deck in a coughing fit::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::aims phaser back and fourth::

CIV_Ian says:
<Computer>: Exits secured, anesthezine gas introduced.

CSO_Vortak says:
@::assists in accessing the Mao's controls::

SO_Sarvic says:
COM:CEO: It may be possible to surge the inhibitor power systems to disable it. 

CEO_Taylor says:
@XO: I could use one to watch my back...

CMO_OMallory says:
::looks at Press::  MO Press: Hopefully, all is well...

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::finds bridge empty::

Y`li_Duffy says:
::lays on the Brig floor coughing erratically::

CIV_Ian says:
<Computer>: All lifeforms in brig register as unconscious

Host CO_Spencer says:
::stands outside the room and watches Duffy fall:: *BRIDGE*  good work.. ::wonders why in heck she did not think of that::

TO_KTral says:
::Finds Y'li Duffy lying on floor and put shackles on him::

CMO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: Me too, sir...

XO_Loren says:
@TO Rogers and De'Witt, stay with the CEO

CTO_Ultsim says:
@*XO* Bridge secure, sir

SO_Sarvic says:
:: continues scans :: 

CIV_Ian says:
Computer: Purge brig atmosphere, release containment.
CSO_Vortak says:
@::attempts to secure the rest of the ship with forcefields ::

CEO_Taylor says:
@COM:SO: I'll try... but first, I'll try to get it offline from here...

TO_KTral says:
CO: Permission to post double security around brig.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: Gryphon’s boarding party has rounded up all aboard the MAO

Y`li_Duffy says:
::is shacked and smiles up at the Captain through a coughing fit:: CO: ... changed your mine about dinner, eh?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::wants to kick Duffy but does not::  TO: Get him secured.. ::stands down her weapon::

SO_Sarvic says:
COM: CEO: Understood. 

Host CO_Spencer says:
TO: Don’t ask.. do..

XO_Loren says:
@CTO: Good job, Mr. Ultsim.

TO_KTral says:
::Already secured has shackles on::

Telrak says:
@<MCEO> Telrak: They are all around us, sir... ::looks nervously at the small team trying to keep ME safe, and wonders if he should dive for cover or what::

XO_Loren says:
@COMM: SHIP: We have secured the vessel.

CSO_Vortak says:
@::returns phaser to holster::

EO_MacLeod says:
::checks the transporter systems on Gryphon's ME::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::stands triumphantly over an imaginary enemy:: XO: no problem

OPS_Gazza says:
CO:  Sir, a riot is starting on the planet.

Y`li_Duffy says:
::coughs up something nasty and spits it on the deck:: CO: You sure are an angry woman .... for being some beautiful.

SO_Sarvic says:
:: sighs in relief :: 

CEO_Taylor says:
@::still attempting to shut down the inhibitor::


XO_Loren says:
@CSO: Check for any sabotage

Host CO_Spencer says:
::gives Duffy a hard look::

CSO_Vortak says:
@XO: Aye, sire.  ::Taps console for signs of sabotage on the Mao::

XO_Loren says:
@CEO: Report

SO_Sarvic says:
:: is tempted to fire the ships phasers at the power relays to disable it but suppress the urge :: 

Y`li_Duffy says:
::sighs and shrugs:: CO: Did anyone ever tell you, you are angry when you are beautiful.

Telrak says:
@::looks around and makes a decision:: All: All right... we're not fighting this. I suppose we'll be more use for our cause alive than dead... they will enter here any minute, I want all of you to leave your weapons. Do not fire... do not even try to target anyone.

CEO_Taylor says:
@XO: The MCEO is countering my attempts of sabotage, give me a little more time...

Host CO_Spencer says:
::ignores Duffy:: TO: All settled.. may I go back to the bridge?

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::walks over to tactical to check weapon systems::

XO_Loren says:
@CEO: Acknowledged.  Do you need any assistance?

Telrak says:
@::nods at the MCEO to allow the Gryphon crew to enter ME::

TO_KTral says:
CO: Yes sir.

Y`li_Duffy says:
::pats the TO on the back:: TO: Excellent work apprehending such a dangerous individual, Officer ... perhaps you will get an extra biscuit at dinner for this arrest.

CEO_Taylor says:
@XO: No, just concentration...

XO_Loren says:
@COMM Gryphon: Repeat. We have secured the vessel and are awaiting further orders, Captain.

TO_KTral says:
::Drags Y'li Duffy into his cell::

CEO_Taylor says:
@::disables the inhibitor::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@Anyone:  My, they have quite a collection.

CEO_Taylor says:
@Self: Gotcha!!

Y`li_Duffy says:
::falls on the ground and is dragged most unceremoniously:: TO: I love you too ....

Host CO_Spencer says:
Duffy: I will be back.. if you need anything. do not hesitate to ask.. ::looks at the brig guards:: Guards: Lets keep him in this time shall we? ::walks off::

CEO_Taylor says:
@XO: Inhibitor offline sir!

FCO_Kim says:
:: checks the tractor beam::

XO_Loren says:
@CEO: Well done, Mr. Taylor.

Telrak says:
@::sits over a console and yawns as if she did not care, waiting for anyone to open the doors and come into the Mao's ME, or them to be beamed out::

TO_KTral says:
::Drops him a few times on the way to the brig::

Y`li_Duffy says:
::yells after her:: CO: Is that a promise, Captain??

EO_MacLeod says:
*OPS* Can you check if there is any kind of energy fluctuation on your console?

XO_Loren says:
@COMM: Gryphon: Anyone home?

CEO_Taylor says:
@XO: What do you want to go offline next?

SO_Sarvic says:
:: Detects the inhibitor down on sensors :: COMM: CEO: I see you FINALLY got it disabled :: in a joking tone :: 

Host CO_Spencer says:
::stops and looks at Duffy::  Duffy: Yes.

CIV_Ian says:
COMM: XO: Noted.. I will inform the CO.

OPS_Gazza says:
CO: Aye sir.

XO_Loren says:
@CEO: You are the expert, Mr. Taylor.

CEO_Taylor says:
@COM: SO: Yes sir!

OPS_Gazza says:
::checks ops::


Y`li_Duffy says:
::smiles broadly:: CO: Well then I will put on something nice for you ... maybe a rack of targ .... nice bottle of bubbly ....

CIV_Ian says:
*CO* The AT is in control of the freighter, Ma'am.

XO_Loren says:
@COMM Gryphon: Thank you.

CSO_Vortak says:
@XO: Sir, no sabotage noted.

CTO_Ultsim says:
@XO:  so what now?

CEO_Taylor says:
@XO: Main computer core it is ::smiles::

Host CO_Spencer says:
*CIV* Thank you.. I am on my way up.. ::steps into the TL::

Y`li_Duffy says:
::makes kissy faces at the TO as he leaves him in his cell::

XOLoren says:
@CSO: Acknowledged.

Host Tim says:
<<<Mission Paused>>>
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